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- - - - - G E N E R A L N E W S- - - - -

Hello Groovers

I am happy to announce the new Serge Devadder - Taxon.
Groove has never been only a Berlin School label and with this
release we go again into the Ambient realms.
A stunning album with lot's of passion.
Serge's soundscapes are rhythmic, exciting and sound brilliant.
If you never tried an ambient album try this one!!
Have a listen and look here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wowl7NRLxng&amp;feature=youtu.be&amp;fbclid=IwAR2
ZITuSeiGTS2twkpUUOIDylnbvUXsXf3aPKo_meFuhoBp59UOhI8gc42U
A treat for the ears and senses.
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html

And the new releases of DIN are in and they are stunning!!
Especially the Bluetech - Liquid Geometries, what an album.
Those who like Redshift, Node, TD should enjoy this!
It is in Dreamscape Radio, Same goes for the bit more experimental release
Tone Science - Module No.2 Elements and Particle - V/A.
A bit more daunting to listen to but great production and cool tracks.

FESTIVALS!!
This weekend we have B-Wave in Belgium - Zolder!!
01-12-2018 B-Wave Heusden-Zolder (BE),
Michael Stearns, Erik Wollo, Pyramaxx, Aerodyn, Alienna, Onsturicheit
https://www.facebook.com/BelgianWave/

Groove will have a stall there so please visit us!!

--------------------------------------------------------------------
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And we have BLACKFRIDAY!! until Dec 1st.

DOWNLOAD BLACK FRIDAY SALE!!
We have a special 30% off on all downloads until Dec 1st!!
Just use the coupon code - BLF18 - and it will be deducted from your order!
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/
And click at the top of the page on the Download store!!
Over 300 titles for you to check out!!

CD BLACK FRIDAY SALE!!
We are offering for a limited amount of time a very special price
on a lot of Groove Unlimited titles.
Only € 7.00 for a single CD!!
If you order 10 copies they are only € 60.00
So 10 CD's for only € 60.00 !!

Mind you this is only available from Groove itself!!
This is for all Groove release from 1992 to 2012!!
This means from the GR-001 until the GR-210!!
http://www.groove.nl/index2.html

Thanks for your time!
Ron Boots

----------------------------NEW PRODUCTS
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
These products are NEW in our catalog.
Further in this newsletter are more details.

Kurt Ader - Priority (digipak) (cd)
Bluetech - Liquid Geometries (cd)
Serge Devadder - Taxon (cd)
Stefan Erbe - Reflect (cd)
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Rudolf Heimann - Trancefusion (cd)
Lensflare - Cronache della Galassia + Dawn of a New Era (cdr)
Lensflare - Kyrie Eleison (cdr)
Maria Warner - Aion (cdr)
Maria Warner - Cataclysm (cdr)
Ken Martin - Concept of Minimalism (cdr)
Ken Martin - Cybertique (cdr)
Moonbooter - Groundcontrol and the v.o.m. (cd)
Phrozenlight - Stardust Dimensions (cdr)
Projekt Gamma - 2088 (cdr)
Son of Ohm - Electronic Muse (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Lights of Nothing (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Lonely Angel Live (cdr)
Tomita - Dr. Coppelius (japan import, ltd. edition) (cd)
Vangelis - Earth Remastered (lp)
Wellenfeld - Elected Pieces 04-18 (cdr)

====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 474 is online.
With music from various Artists.
You can find Dreamscape here. http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

======= Reviews ======
39709 Roach, Steve - Shadow of Time

After two highly challenging join efforts "Biosonic" and "Second
Nature" with UK's gifted spirit Robert Logan, Steve Roach has once
again dove deeply into profoundly poignant atmospheric oasis. Released
during August 2016 as a 4-panel digipak, renowned Polish visual master
Michal Karcz got a call to participate and deliver another of his
creative gems, you might remember his artwork on other three Steve
Roach's releases "Dynamic Stillness", "Afterlight" and "The Desert
Inbetween" (with Brian Parnham). Additional credits go to usual fellow
travelers Sam Rosenthal (design) and Howard Givens (mastering). I
should add together with this album was released at the same day also
a long-form journey "This Place To Be", which was originally released
as a digital download only at the end of May 2016, but fortunately
this stunningly embracing recording has found its way to a physical
version few months later.
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A 38-minute title epic composi tion "Shadow Of Time" ignites this
exceptionally immersing ride with subtly meandering minimal layers,
persistently rising, ebbing and overlapping. Distinctively reflective
with clandestinely emerging warmly distant symphonious horizons and as
usual for the Master's contemplative milestones, meticulously
magnified by utterly enfolding and exquisitely climaxing glimpses of
silence. The listener is invited to experience an ultimately tranquil
sanctum of delicate introspectiveness. Enter now into some of the most
powerful quietudes ever sculpted by Steve Roach, a pure aural ambrosia
is served here in gargantuan doses!!! The next piece, a nearly 24
minutes long "Night Ascends", gently shifts into slightly more
intenser, persistent and gliding paths, carefully augmented by
sweeping solitudes, billowing consonances and ear-titillating
meridians. Lithe and graceful deep nocturnal expansions at its most
spellbinding! By the way, the digital version of this composition
clocks to 78 and a ha l f minutes! "Cloud Of Knowing", which reaches
almost 12-minute mark, delves deeply into tremendously voluminous
zones, graced by soulfully emotive panoramic insignias, as always
magnificently scenic with breathtakingly longing vistas and constantly
bridged with spiraling awe-inspiring ephemeral stillness. Blissful
beauty and monumental tranquilness of these sceneries are fully
unfolded. Cruising with such eternal grace can only Steve Roach, this
is a truly jaw-dropping conclusion!!!

Deeply focused full immersion is highly recommended!!! Yeah, to be
honest, it took me longer time before I was able to explore all the
hidden magic of this album. Trust me, it's fully rewarding now! I
still keep in mind one night, when falling asleep with beloved music
in my ears. Usually, I am evanescing after few tracks (I mean of
course the shorter ones...), but at that particular night I journeyed
through the whole "Shadow Of Time" and it was a truly unforgettable
night! That was the breaking point! Steve Roach is a man, who
constantly enriches our lives with his essential soundcarvings and
"Shadow Of Time" is certainly one of them showcasing the Master at the
very top of his deepest sonic contemplations!!! And don't forget, the
New Year's Eve has brought to us three new albums by Steve Roach,
"Spiral Revelation", "Painting In The Dark" and "Fade To Gray". As
always, collective dreams are shared...

Richard Gürtler (Jan 21, 2017, Bratislava, Slovakia)
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======= Reviews ======
gr-257 Atilla, Can - Berlin High School Legacy

Those who have fallen under the spell of EM since a few years probably
don't know the name of Can Atilla. High-caliber Turkish musician, the
musician from Ankara has earned the praises of the electronic scene
with his famous Ave, album that has marked the 30th anniversary of
Tangerine Dream in 1999. Since then, Can Atilla has produced 5 albums,
all on the Groove label, which have been influenced by Tangerine Dream
and sometimes Jean-Michel Jarre. In the meantime, he also composed
multiple soundtracks for Turkish cinema and New Age music with a
strong tribal essence that rooted his power of attraction in his
native Turkey. More present on the social networks that flirt with a
clientele follower of the EM of the Berlin School genre for a few
months, we suspected that Can Atilla was preparing a return. He whose
first album in the genre goes back to Waves of Wheels in 1992. So, it
is more than 15 years later and 7 years after his last album Hi-S t
ory that he finally presents his comeback album. Amazing and sublime
from beginning to end, “Berlin High School Legacy” revisits the scents
of the beautiful years of EM with an approach stigmatized in the
periods of Logos and Le Parc. Even more! Except this time, Can Atilla
will go further. Will go even further than one would has imagined!
And it starts with the sonic morphine layers of "Messier 81".
Cavernous breezes filled with ether and absent voices float on a mass
of embryonic dissonant sounds, which will be found in more detail in
"LGS-3", borrowed from the years 73-75. It's a dark, even Chthonian
title, with enormous Luciferian organ waves, like the good Tony Banks
of the Foxtrot years, drifting quietly towards the fiery "Arp 299". A
line of bass sequences oscillates vividly in a setting of sound magic
that the guitarist Mahir Safak Tuzcu attacks with furious solos, like
Zlatko Perica, which swirl with the same incisive magic of synth
solos. The drums tumble and mist reat a highly boosted EM with a
stormy hammering, leaving little room for lines of sequences which
survive anyway while little by little the ardor of this electronic
progressive rock dissipates. A short moment of leniency is required.
It imposes banks of layers of voices and keyboard chords that move
like Free Jazz and whose tone exudes slight memories of old TD. But
the music and the ferocity of its rhythm comes back in force in the
2nd part of "Arp 299" whereas this time the guitar is in competition
with the synth for solos that roll so well with the multiple strokes
from the octopus on percussions. Highly contagious and one of the very
best tracks in EM this year. That moves a lot inside the 6 minutes of
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"IC 10". The title is born from the sequences of "Arp 299" in order to
take refuge in a texture of percussive ambiences. Multiple hits with
very diverse tones structure these moods. A line of bass sequences
arises to create a quasi-circular resonant structure to which these
perc u ssive effects get grafted. Another line of more clear sequences
adopts this rhythm which suddenly loses its percussions and its
resonant bass. This motley structure ends up espousing a more
harmonious tangent where everything sounds like the electronic rock of
the Dream in their Poland years.
The piano which opens the path of "IC 342" will undoubtedly recall
Paul Haslinger's Piano Medley in the bootleg Sonambulistic Imagery. A
sweet flute evaporates these memories to guide us elsewhere. Elsewhere
is the entire universe of Tangerine Dream, all eras include, that we
found in the second part of “Berlin High School Legacy”. Complex in
its approach always very assorted, the music of Can Atilla is like
this long filiform member to which are added musical membranes that
make us visit various eras, like that of Green Desert with these
percussions that also bring us back to the era Hyperborea , Sphinx
Lightning, or yet Logos. The tour de force in "IC 342" is to meet
several eras and styl es within its 14 minutes which are constantly in
motion. So much that the game of comparisons is difficult and Can
Atilla finally leads us to his own style. Like with "IOK- 01"! A good
solid electronic rock in its Chris Franke's sequencer armature. To my
ears, "LGS-3" is the most enjoyable title of this latest EM album from
Can Atilla. Blissful, but it needs a few listens before falling in the
four-leaf clover! The first part proposes these ambiences of mystery
that one discovered in the analog universe of the Phaedra, and even
Cyclone, years. These elements of atmosphere progress in intensity
before imploding in the rodeos and cascades of the sequencer. The
oscillations come and go later then on a drum carpet which structures
"LGS-3" in a good electronic rock always more intense before dying in
those atmospheres which fed these inexplicable finales of the vintage
years of EM.
I devoured a lot more “Berlin High School Legacy” through my
headphones than with my speakers. The sono rous fauna is dense and
incredibly alive, while the rhythms are carved in patterns of
sequences and percussion that employ 2 or 3 Chris Franke at the same
time. Like a Harald Grosskpof in "Arp 299"! A title moreover that
brought out in mind the brilliant The Tape from Olivier Briand. Can
Atilla succeeds in forging a universe here that is very close to those
of the 70's when the complexity of the compositions rivaled with
seduction. No weak moments and many strong ones in this last album of
Can Atilla which must appear on my Top 10 ... of this year if only for
"Arp 299" which shows that the Turkish musician is as much comfortable
in his style than in his role of copycat of Tangerine Dream's best
moments. But to think of it ... is it not what “Berlin High School
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Legacy” means? A must in 2018!
Sylvain Lupari (November 12th, 2018) ****½*

---------------------------------------------------------------------New Groove Downloads !!

We have added some of the new releases to Bandcamp.
So you can now hear and order them through this.

https://ronboots.bandcamp.com/album/once-the-dust-settles
https://ronboots.bandcamp.com/album/substitutes
https://gertemmens.bandcamp.com/album/dark-secrets-of-the-urban-underground
https://johndysonwavestar.bandcamp.com/album/nightwinds
https://johnkerrnl.bandcamp.com/album/prelude-to-a-requiem

And on the Groove Download site!!
Ron Boots - Once the Dust Settles (cd)
A new Ron Boots in the Style of Signs in the sand and La Caida!
Berlin Schulze style!
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-259-mp3?vmcchk=1
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-259-flac

Kerr, John - PRELUDE TO A REQUIEM gr-245
2018. Grand and compelling, this magnificent album by John Kerr.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-245-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-245-mp3
Use New Flac or New MP'3 for order

RHEA - Ron Boots - Galactic Underground gr-250
Cosmic Nights 2018
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-250-mp3?vmcchk=1
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-250-flac
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Clent, James - WINDOWS IN THE SKY gr-253
2018. Melodic, powerful, Guitars,Synths in the vein of Morpheusz, FD
Project full of Emotion! James Clent debut is a smashing album!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-253-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-253-mp3

P'Faun - GOLDEN PEACOCK gr-254
2018. A fantastic record!!.
Release date: Oct 2018
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-254-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-254-mp3

Emmens, Gert - DARK SECRETS OF THE URBAN UNDERGROUND gr-255
2018. A bit darker with real drums and guitar. A different Gert.
Melancholic at times, slower, taking his time to mesmerize us! Pure brilliance!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-255-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-255-mp3

Spyra - DUNST gr-256
2018. The follow up of Staub. A mesmerising release!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-256-mp3
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-256-flac
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

Atilla, Can - BERLIN HIGH SCHOOL LEGACY gr-257
2018. Style: Tangerine Dream and Jarre, Fantastic Music!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-257-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-257-mp3
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots - SUBSTITUTES gr-258
2018. Special CD for E-Live 2018!!!
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-258-mp3
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-258-flac
New Flac or New MP'3 for order
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FD.Project - Roots (cd)
Versatile, rhythmic, electronic A great new album.
https://shop.groove.nl/22029-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/22029-mp3

---------------------------------------------------------------------Additions and changes from November 1 2018 till November 18 2018

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Ader, Kurt - PRIORITY (cd) 33893
2018. Emotional, sequencer, from sounddesigner Kurt Ader.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=33893

*new in stock *
Adrian, Rudy - COASTLINES (cd) 49492
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=49492

*new entry / new in stock *
Bartholomew. Evan - LIQUID GEOMETRIES (cd) 70814
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=70814

*released *
Boots, Ron - ONCE THE DUST SETTLES (cd) gr-259
Music from the live concert at Brussels 19-5-2018 at the Cosmic Nights..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-259

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Devadder, Serge - TAXON (cd) gr-260
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$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-260

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Erbe, Stefan - REFLECT (cd) 20345
2019. New music from the German meister of emotion and music..
Release date: January 20198
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20345

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Heimann, Rudolf - TRANCEFUSION (cd) 80974
2018. remastered rerelease of the 1993 album "Trancefusion".
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=80974

*released *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (lp) 36249
$ 31.25 / UKP 21.99 / EURO 24.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=36249

*released *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (cd) 67799
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=67799

*released *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (DIGI) (cd) 20413
2018. Same Music with different cover!!.
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20413

*released *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (LIMITED EDITION) (BOXSET) (4-cd) 29410
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2018. FAN EDITION / VINYL SIZE BOX SET INCL. 2CD+2CASSETTE.
$ 123 / UKP 86.75 / EURO 99
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=29410

*new entry / new in stock *
Lensflare - CRONACHE DELLA GALASSIA + DAWN OF A NEW ERA (cdr) 10413
2018. Tracks from 2007 releases now on one album..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=10413

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Lensflare - KYRIE ELEISON (cdr) 10503
2018. Space music at its best.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=10503

*new entry / new in stock *
Maria Warner - AION (cdr) 46601
2018. Back in time to the 70's Froese and TD Time.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=46601

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Maria Warner - CATACLYSM (cdr) 26008
2018. Back in time to the 70's Froese and TD Time.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26008

*new entry / new in stock *
Martin, Ken - CONCEPT OF MINIMALISM (cdr) 19959
2018. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style like Irrlight and Cyborg.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=19959
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - CYBERTIQUE (cdr) 85444
2018. Retro Berlin space music..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=85444

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Moonbooter - GROUNDCONTROL AND THE V.O.M. (cd) 71940
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=71940

*new entry / new in stock *
Phrozenlight - STARDUST DIMENSIONS (cdr) 60345
2018. Berlin School from the 70's with melodies.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=60345

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Projekt Gamma - 2088 (cdr) 64462
2018. Electronic music tha could be a soundtrack..
Contains 1 bonus track.
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=64462

*new in stock *
Schroeder, Robert - SPACELAND (cd) 30702
2018. Crossing the sounds and atmospheres of once with the current options.
$ 18.75 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.80
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30702

*new in stock *
Schulze, Klaus - COCOONING (cd) 79428
2018. From the „Contemporary Works 2 (2002) Box..
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=79428
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*release date added/changed *
Schulze, Klaus - LA VIE ELECTRONIQUE 05 (3-cd) 23554
2018. Originally part of the Ultimate Edition.
Release date: Dec 7 2018
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=23554

*new entry / new in stock *
Son of Ohm - ELECTRONIC MUSE (cdr) 25562
2018. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=25562

*new entry / new in stock *
SpiralDreams - LIGHTS OF NOTHING (cdr) 24462
2018. Berlin School Sequencer style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24462

*new entry / new in stock *
SpiralDreams - LONELY ANGEL LIVE (cdr) 26249
2018. Berlin School Sequencer style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26249

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - LIVE IN AMERICA 1992 (dvd) 75711
2003. All regions PAL Rerelease on Eagle.
$ 13.75 / UKP 9.75 / EURO 10.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=75711

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - LIVE IN AMERICA 1992 DVD + CD VERSION (dvd-PAL + cd) 34933
1992. PAL/ALL REGIONS/DVD + CD.
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$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
These are the LAST copies!!
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=34933

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Tomita - DR. COPPELIUS (cd) 73323
2017. New Tomita Album Features Live Symphony Of Final Work, Dr.
Coppelius JAPAN IMPORT.
$ 41.25 / UKP 28.99 / EURO 32.95
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=73323

*new in stock *
V/A - TONE SCIENCE MODULE NO.2 ELEMENTS AND PARTICLES (cd) 75312
2018. Part 2 of this unique series!!.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=75312

*(back) in stock *
Vangelis - ANTARCTICA REMASTERED (cd) 82526
2017. Great atmosphere The remasterd version from the Delictus Box!.
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=82526

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Vangelis - EARTH REMASTERED (lp) 21727
2018. First solo LP fully remasterd!.
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=21727

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Wellenfeld - ELECTED PIECES 04-18 (cdr) 80943
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=80943
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====== Groove info =====
If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!

MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
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